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Overview

• What is a patent (utility model)?

• How to read a patent (utility model)

• Should you obtain a patent/utility model?

• Intellectual property management strategy
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What is a patent? What is it not?

• A patent is:

B Codified form of knowledge
B Publicly accessible and searchable information
B Right to deny third parties use of invention ⇒ negative right – has

value only when can be potentially used to effectively exclude third
parties (value ex ante largely unknown)

B Territorial right for a predetermined limited period of time
B Consists of claims

• A patent is not:
B 1:1 measure of innovation

• Note: Patent system extremely complex
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Worldwide growth in patent filings
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China’s spectacular patent explosion
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What is a patent? What is it not?

• Principal criteria for patentability of an invention:

B Novelty: invention must not yet be in public domain anywhere in
the world before the priority date of the corresponding patent.

B Inventive step (non-obviousness): invention must not be an
obvious modification of what is already known, meaning that the
invention must be neither re-producible based solely on existing
patented claims nor ex-ante an obvious solution to the problem to
someone skilled in the art.

B Capability of being used in any kind of industry: the patented
invention must contain the potential of commercial value through
an industrial application.
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Principal criteria for patentability of an invention:

• What does this mean in practice?

B Novelty: Is there any other document (single document) that
contains all features of all claims? If no ⇒ invention novel.

B Inventive step: Could-Would-Test
• Could: Are there several documents that if combined contain all

features of all claims? If no ⇒ inventive step
• Would: Would a person skilled in the art have combined these

document at the time of claimed priority to solve the objective
technical (not commercial) problem described in the patent? If no ⇒
inventive step

B Capability of being used in any kind of industry: in practice
normally not an issue.
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What is a patent? What is it not?

• Invention has to represent patentable subject matter (defined
differently by different patent offices – which is TRIPS conform)

• A number of new concepts and methods are excluded from patent
protection by EPO: scientific or mathematical discoveries, theories or
methods, literary, dramatic, musical or artistic works, schemes, rules
or methods for performing a mental act, playing a game or doing
business, and methods of medical treatment.

• Subject matter more broadly defined at the USPTO (includes
software and business methods)

• We will talk specifically about software.
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Patentable subject matter – Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) negotiations (WikiLeaks)

• Article QQ.E.1: Patents / Patentable Subject matter

1. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 and 3, each Party shall
make patents available for any invention, whether a product or
process, in all fields of technology, provided that the invention is
new, involves an inventive step, and is capable of industrial
application. 87 [US/AU propose; 88
CL/MY/PE/SG/VN/BN/NZ/CA/MX oppose: The Parties
confirm that: patents shall be available for any new uses or methods
of using a known product], [US/JP propose;
CL/MY/PE/SG/VN/BN/AU/NZ/CA/MX oppose: (b) a Party
may not deny a patent solely on the basis that the product did not
result in enhanced efficacy of the known product when the applicant
has set forth distinguishing features establishing that the invention is
new, involves an inventive step, and is capable of industrial
application.]
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Some basic concepts

• No ‘international’ patents

• National patent – patent only valid in jurisdiction where granted

• Regional patent systems, for example European Patent Convention
(EPC) or African Regional Intellectual Property Organization
(ARIPO)

• Patent Cooperation Treaty – PCT system (WIPO)

• Substantial institutional differences across patent offices (has impact
on patent characteristics – e.g., (in)famous ‘Sashimi’ patents at
JPO – and patent ‘quality’)
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How to read a patent - Important Concepts

• The different dates associated with a patent
• Timeline

Priority Application Publication Grant 

18 months 

≥4 years 

12 months 
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How to read a patent - Important Concepts

• Inventor vs applicant/assignee
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How to read a patent - Important Concepts

• Inventor vs applicant/assignee
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How to read a patent - Important Concepts

• International Patent Classification (IPC)

• Hierarchical technology-oriented classification

• No legal implication – shelving system

• Important to be aware of technological diversity
• Consider for example IPC C12C11/00 (‘Fermentation processes for

beer’)
• First letter C is ‘section symbol’: ‘Chemistry and Metallurgy’
• There are 20 classes within Section C . Classes are represented by a

two-digit number following the section symbol, i.e., C12
(‘Biochemistry [...]’).

• But still enormous technological heterogeneity within classes: for
example C12 contains 11 subclasses. Subclasses are represented by a
letter following the two-digit class number, i.e., C12C represents
‘Brewing of Beer’ whereas C12N represents ‘Micro-organisms or
enzymes’ which contains a number of diverse technologies such as
antigens and antibodies.
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How to read a patent - Important Concepts

• Patent Family / Equivalent Set

This is not a trivial issue!
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How to read a patent - Important Concepts

• Patent Family / Equivalent Set

• This is not a trivial issue!
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How to read a patent - Important Concepts

• Legal status

• Verifying legal status tricky...this example shows you why...
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http://v3.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/inpadoc?CC=EP&NR=1536961A1&KC=A1&FT=D&date=20050608&DB=EPODOC&locale=en_EP
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How to read a patent - Important Concepts

• Backward & forward
citations

• Backward citations refer to
prior art – includes other
patents and
non-patent-literature

• Rules differ substantially
across countries
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How to read a patent - Important Concepts

• Claims

• Disclose the invention
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Disclosure?
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Utility models

• Comparison of utility model and invention patent:

• Lower statutory requirements for patentability (non-obviousness)

• No or ‘light’ examination

• Granted faster (∼6 months)

• Lower fees

• Shorter lifetime (7-10 years, no extension or renewal)

• Sometimes more restricted subject matter

• Sometimes only for products not processes

• Sometimes possibility to convert utility model into invention patent
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Apple’s slide-to-unlock ‘invention’ – utility model
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Apple’s slide-to-unlock ‘invention’ – patent
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How important are patents empirically: survey evidence

• Share of innovations not developed if patent protection had not
been available (Mansfield, 1986):

• Pharmaceuticals and chemicals, patent protection essential for 30%
• Petroleum, machinery, and fabricated metals, patent protection

essential for 10-20%

• Very little patenting – 4% of innovative companies in UK patent,
but large differences across industries (Hall et al., 2013)

• Dissonance: 25% of Finnish companies companies say patents most
important mechanism, 15% secrecy – but 62% say rely on secrecy,
16% on patents (Leiponen and Byma, 2009).
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Why patent?

• It makes little sense to look at patenting or secrecy in isolation

• Companies choose among
• Formal mechanisms: patents, trademarks, designs and copyright
• ‘Informal’ mechanisms: secrecy, confidentiality agreements, lead

time, complexity

• More reasonable approach: why would a firm with a given
innovation that can be patented choose not to rely on a patent to
protect an innovation?

• Focus on patents vs secrecy

• Assume mutually exclusive – explicit stark trade-off between
disclosure and nondisclosure of an inventive idea
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Why do firms patents?

Patent Don’t patent

Secrecy Patent-secrecy combination Secrecy only

Non-secrecy Patent only Disclosure-publishing
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Factors affecting the patent-secrecy choice

Patents Secrecy

Disclosure (codifiable knowledge) Yes No
Disclosure (tacit knowledge) No No
Ease of delimiting invention Yes Not clear
Reverse engineering allowed No Yes
Subject matter Statutory Broader
Timing After invention Work-in-progress
Process vs. product Both Easier for process
Length 20 years Longer (potentially)
Cost to obtain Higher Nonzero
Enforcement cost Expensive Expensive
Management requirements IP management Knowledge management
Geographical scope National Global
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IP strategy

• ‘Patent/utility model management’ in isolation makes no sense to

• Broader approach needed – how to appropriate returns to
innovation?

1 What purpose does innovation serve?
2 Where do returns for innovation come from?
3 How to maximize returns?
4 What are the risks undermining returns?
5 Is there a place for formal intellectual property?
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Innovation/IP strategy

• IP management has potential to influence firm’s position in market

• IP requires active strategic management:
• Protection strategy
• Filing strategies (e.g. anticipating publication and examination or

delaying it)
• International considerations
• Combination of registered, unregistered IP and ‘alternative’

mechanisms
• IP bundles
• Maintenance
• Monitoring
• Commercialization
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Organization of IP management

• Management of IP requires not only expertise and experience, but
also complex managerial processes within companies

• Organizational challenges:
• Collection and processing of information
• Intelligence on competitors’ technological positions and IP strategies
• Information on oppositions, handling of disputes
• Regulate interplay of R&D, commercialization and IP protection
• Internal mechanisms to guarantee continuous education and training

of staff on IP

• In-house or outsource?

• SMEs often rely on ad hoc solutions
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Summary

• IP rights confer (strategic) value to a company by conferring the
firm the legal ability to deny third parties the use of the protected
invention

• Combination of commercial, technical and legal expertise, as well as
commercialization

• Managerial and organizational challenges of successful IP
management weigh more heavily on smaller companies than larger
ones

• Plenty of empirical evidence to suggest potential rewards to effective
IP management
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